Clinical usefulness of temporal subtraction CT in detecting vertebral bone metastases.
The purpose of this study was to determine whether temporal subtraction (TS) computed tomography (CT) contributes to the detection of vertebral bone metastases. The calculation of TS CT was composed of bony landmark detection, bone segmentation with a multiatlas-based method, and spatial registration. Temporal increase and decrease of the CT values were visualized in blue and red, respectively. Paired CT images of 20 patients with cancer and newly-developed vertebral metastases were analyzed. Control CT examinations of 20 different patients were also included. The presence of vertebral metastases on the TS CT was evaluated by two board-certified radiologists. Five additional board-certified radiologists and five radiology residents independently interpreted the 40 paired CT images with and without TS CT. In the lesion conspicuity evaluation, 96% of vertebral metastases were scored as excellent or good. In the image interpretation examination, according to free-response receiver operating characteristics analysis, the overall figure of merit (FOM) of the board-certified radiologist group was 0.892 and 0.898 with and without TS CT, respectively. The FOM of the resident group improved from 0.849 to 0.902 with viewing TS CT. In the sub-analysis focusing on the location of the lesion, the FOM of the resident group significantly improved from 0.75 to 0.92 in vertebral arch lesions (p = 0.001). The TS CT may be useful to detect vertebral metastases because almost all the vertebral metastases were shown to be favorable visualization. The TS CT was proven to be especially helpful for radiology residents in detecting vertebral arch metastases.